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Preface 

One of the challenges that the students learning English as a foreign language need to overcome is the 

correct use of collocations. The problem of matching words which is called "collocability" in linguistics is 

one that is usually troublesome for non-native speakers of English. A collocation can be defined as a pair or 

group of words that are often used together. Accurate use of collocations not only leads to students' fluency 

and accuracy in productive skills such as speaking and writing but also results in higher scores in speaking 

and writing sections of the TOEFL and IEL TS. The book Key Collocations You Need to Know has been 

compiled in order to meet the needs of those who wish to speak and write like a native speaker of English. In 

fact, the book helps students to express their ideas naturally and convincingly and thus is very useful for 

writing essays and reports too. Key Collocations You Need to Know can be used as a self-study or 

supplementary book in ESL/EFL conversation and writing courses. 

Mohammad Golshan, Ph.D. 

Mohammadgo lshann@gmai I .com 
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I Key English Collocations You Need to Know 

A 

abandon 
I guess you had better abandon the idea of travelling abroad for ever. 
[ abandoned my attempts to learn a second language. 
After 5 days, the rescuers abandoned all hope of finding any more survivors. 
abandon an idea: stop having an idea 
abandon attempts: stop trying 
abandoned all hope: stop being hopeful about sth 

I will talk to him after his anger abates. 
Wait until his fear abates. 

anger abates: anger decreases 

fear abates: fear decreases 

abate 

abhorrent 
The ractice of kill in animals for food is utterl /totally abhorrent to me. 

utterly/totally abhorrent: completely unacceptable or wrong 

abdicate 
He abdicated his res onsibility in dealing with crimes. 

abdicate responsibility: refuse to be responsible for sth 

abide 
You have to abide by the rules. 
If ou do not abide b the decision, ou will be fired. 

abide by a rule/decision: accept and obey a rule/decision 

abiding 
One abiding memory for me is my first visit to India. 
I have an abidin2 interest in English books. 

abiding memory: a memory that continues for a long time and is not likely to change 

abiding interest: an interest that continues for a long time and is not likely to change 

ability 
You have a proven ability in learning English. 
I do not let anything hamper my abilities. 

proven ability: an ability that is tested and shown to be true 

hamper sb's abilities: prevent sb from working or showing his abilities 

abject 
We have to help the poor people who are living in abject poverty. 
His attempts to find a solution to the problem have resulted in abject failure. 
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His abject apology made me upset. 
The news plunged him into �b_,v.__· e_c_t_m_i_s_e__,ry,_. _________________ ------, 
abject poverty/failure: the state of being extremely poor/unsuccessful 
abject apology: an apology that shows you feel very ashamed 

abject misery: great unhappiness 

able 
I am well able to decide about my future. 
If you read collocation books. you will be better able to speak English. 
He is barely able to speak English. 
Every able-bodied man should defend his country . 

well able: able enough 

better able: be able more than others 
barely able: able only with great difficulty 

able-bodied man: physically strong and healthy 

abode 
I am going to take up my abode in a different city. 
Welcome to my humble abode.
He is a man of no fixed abode.

take up one's abode: make some place one's home 
humble abode: someone's house or apartment 

a man of no fixed abode: a man with no permanent home 

abortion 
You should not erform/car out abortion.

perform/carry out abortion: do abortion 

abortive 
My abortive efforts to get a visa for the US have made everyone upset. 
The abortive coup led to the execution of the General. 

abortive efforts: unsuccessful efforts 
abortive coup: a coup that fails 

abrasive 
Are you ready to face the reality that people abroad sometimes treat foreigners in an abrasive
manner? 

J abrasive manner: rude and unkind manner 

abrupt 
Why are there abrupt changes in people's decisions sometimes? 
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The meeting came to an abrupt end. 
The bus came to an abrupt halt. 

l-a-b-rupt change;e�d/halt: sudd-e�_a_n _d_u_n-ex_p_e�t�� change/end;s;;p

abscess
I develor,ed an abscess on my neck.
The doctor carefully lanced/drained the abscess. 
Once an abscess has burst, it should be washed with antiseptic Ii uid.

1 develop an abscess: have a painful swollen part on your skin or inside your body 

I lance/drain an abscess: cut a small hole in someone's flesh with a sharp instrument to let out pus 
I 

I abscess bursts: an abscess breaks open 

absence
I le was sad about the absence of ublic interest in the issue. 

I the absence of interest: lack of interest 

absolute
People sometimes do not have absolute confidence in the appropriateness of their decisions. 
He is an absolute beginner. 
In absolute terms, wages have risen, but not in comparison with the cost of living. 
A car is an absolute necessity if you live in the city. 
We might have a third child, but that's the absolute maximum. 

I absolute confidence: complete or total confidence 
I 

absolute beginner: someone who has just started to do or learn sth 

in absolute terms: measured by itself, not in comparison with other things 

absolute necessity: something that you need to have in order to live 

absolute maximum: the largest number or amount that is possible or is allowed 

absorb 
You really absorb information very well. 
Most eo_ple need to read somethin m9�� than once to absorb all the ideas. 

absorb information/ideas: understand information/ ideas well 

absurd 
ome of the thin she says ver e on the absurd. 

verge on the absurd: be very close to being absurd 

abundance
One quality the team possessed in great abundance was fighting spirit. 
I was amazed by sheer abundance of food at the party. 
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in great abundance: a large quantity of sth 

sheer abundance: a large amount of sth 

abuse 
When an angry driver started hurling abuse at me on the street, I called the police. 
He was verbally abused in front of his friends. 
I hate him because he abused my trust. 

hurl abuse at sb: shout at someone in a loud and angry way 

be verbally abused: be insulted 

abuse sb's trust: deliberately use someone's trust for the wrong purpose or for your own advantage 

accent 
He has a broad/pronounced/marked/thick English accent. 
He has a slight/faint English accent. 
He has a plummy/posh accent. 
His English was excellent without a trace/hint of accent. 
She put on a posh accent when she answered the phone. 

broad/pronounced/marked/thick accent: strong accent 

slight/faint accent: not strong accent 

plummy/posh accent: upper-class accent 

without a trace/hint of accent: with no sign of accent 

put on a posh accent: speak with upper-class accent 

accident 
He was crushed to death in a freak accident. 
He met with an accident last week. 
He had a nasty accident while riding in the forest. 
He died in a tragic accident. 
It resulted in a fatal accident. 

freak accident: a bad unusual accident 

meet with an accident: have an accident 

nasty accident: an unpleasant accident 

tragic accident: very bad and deadly accident 

fatal accident: deadly accident 

account 
Did you know that TV is going to give a blow-to-blow account of the riots in England? 
The people responsible for the accident have never been brought to account. 
As she grew up, her father was of no account to her. 
James left the restaurant, settling his account by credit card. 
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blow-to-blow account: a description of all the details of an event in the order that they happened 

bring to account: force someone who is responsible for a mistake or a crime to explain publicly 

why they did it and punish them for it if necessary 

be of no account: not important 

settling one's account: paying what you owe 

accumulate 
I am glad that people are finally opposing the officials who have accumulated wealth. 
We have to accumulate enou h evidence to brin him to trial. 

accumulate wealth/evidence: gradually get more and more money/evidence 

accusation 
The main accusation leveled against him was that he tried to avoid military service. 
The organizers of the march strongly denied government accusations that they intended to cause 
trouble. 
They made false accusations against him. 
She's made all sorts of wild accusations against me in the past. 
They fled the country, amid accusations of corruption. 

level an accusation: make an accusation at sb 

deny accusations: not accept the accusations 

false accusations: not true accusations 

wild accusations: accusations without much thought or care, or without knowing all the facts 

amid accusations: while accusations are being made 

acrimonious 
The meeting ended in an acrimonious dispute. 

acrimonious dispute: an acrimonious dispute or discussion is one in which people argue a lot and 

get very angry 

He has an acute mind. 
l felt acute pain in my knees.
It's an acute problem.

acute 

acute mind: a mind that is quick to notice and understand things 

acute pain: a very strong feeling of pain 

acute problem: a very serious problem 

adopt 
The courts adopted an irrational approach to young offenders. 
The store recently adopted a drug testing policy for all new employees. 
California has adopted a tough stance on the issue. 
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adopt an approach: take an approach 

adopt a policy: have a policy 

adopt a tough stance: take a tough stance 

advantage 
Younger workers tend to be at an advantage when applying for jobs. 
Some countries enjoy considerable advanta2es in terms oftechnologv. 

be at an advantage: have an advantage 

enjoy considerable advantages: have great advantages 

adverse 
They fear it could have an adverse effect on global financial markets. 
Miller's campaign has received a good deal of adverse publicity. 
The expedition was abandoned because of adverse weather conditions. 

adverse effect: a very bad effect 

adverse publicity: negative and unfavorable publicity 

adverse conditions: unpleasant conditions 

advice 
On his doctor's advice, Mr. Smith decided to take earl retirement. 

on sb's advice: according to sb's advice 

alleviate 
They have done nothing to alleviate poverty in the country. 
We need to alleviate this problem. 

alleviate poverty: decrease poverty 

alleviate a problem: make it less difficult to deal with 

alight 
His mind ali hted on several ossible answers. 

alight on several possible answers: suddenly trunk of several possible answers 

amount 
He inherited a considerable/enormous amount of money. 
She had saved a modest amount of money. 
I need an enormous/prodigious amount of money to get that house built. 
He said $25,000, but it's just a ball-park amount. 
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considerable/enormous amount of money: a lot of money

modest amount: not very great, big, or expensive

enormous/prodigious amount: very large or great in a surprising or impressive way

ball-park amount: a number or amount that is almost but not exactly correct

anger 
I felt a rush of anger and decided to lodge a complaint against him.
Of course there are some people who control themselves at the time, but later they vent their anger 
on their families. 

rush of anger: a sudden very strong feeling of anger

vent anger: show anger

antisocial 
You should do sth about your son's antisocial behavior. 
Well, I guess I have to do sth about my antisocial hours before I do sth about my son.

antisocial behavior: antisocial behavior is violent or harmful to other people, or shows that you do

not care about other people 

antisocial hour: an hour that is antisocial does not give you the chance to meet other people

apologize 
But m son 1s a ver olite bo . When he makes a mistake, he a 

apologize unreservedly: if you apologize unreservedly, you do it completely and without any

doubts 

appearance 
Mom enhances the appearance of her dishes so much that you feel starving even if you are not
hungry after you see them. 
I never talk about his external appearance. 1 never judge by appearances.
His outward a earance ma ive ou the im ression that he is violent but it's not so.

enhance the appearance: improve the appearance

external appearance: relating to the outside of sth or of a person's body

outward appearance: relating to how a person or situation seems to be, rather than how it really is

appetite 
Looking at those dishes whets your appetite. 
Well, I am not hungry because the cake that I ate an hour ago ruined my appetite. 
As usual, you eat sth and spoil your appetite and we have to wait long hours before you get hungry
again. 
Thank God he doesn't take appetite suppressants because in that case we have had to go without

food for days. 
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whet your appetite: if an experience whets your appetite for sth, it increases your desire for it 

ruin/spoil appetite: make you not feel like eating a meal 

appetite suppressant: a drug or medicine that makes you less hungry 

applause 
I am sure your lecture will be greeted with thunderous applause. 
You will see me leaving the stage amid rapturous applause. 

thunderous applause: extremely loud applause 

rapturous applause: applause expressing extreme happiness 

application 
Have you put in your application for a transfer to another branch? 
My application is being processed now. 

put in an application: submit an application 

application is being processed: an official document or request is being dealt with in the usual way 

appreciate 
He did not fully appreciate the significance of signing the contract. 
All offers of help will be greatly appreciated. 

appreciate the significance: fully understand sth 

greatly appreciated: extremely acknowledged 

appointment 
I have decided to talk to the boss after my dental appointment tomorrow. 
Have you scheduled an appointment with him? 

dental appointment: a dentist's appointment 

schedule an appointment: make an appointment 

approach 
His laid-back approach angers me. 
I believe that the boss·s hands-off approach to management does not produce positive results. 
I guess he has to change his blinkered approach. 
Why are you always arguing with the manager? Don't you think you had better adopt a 
conciliatory approach? 

laid-back approach: relaxed way and seeming not to be worried about anything 

hands-off approach: a hands-off way of organizing sth involves letting people do what they want 

and make their own decisions, without telling them what to do 

blinkered approach: having a limited view of a subject, or refusing to accept or consider different 

ideas 
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The research may prove useful for applications in medicine and biotechnology. 

come in useful: be useful 

prove useful: be useful 

utter 
After the party, the whole house was in utter chaos. 
He said that the charges against him were utter nonsense. 

utter chaos: total chaos 

utter nonsense: complete nonsense 
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V 
vacant 

The vacant expression on Bobbie's face gave way to anger. 
She was gazing out of the window with a vacant stare. 
There was only a vacant lot where her house used to be. 
He was offered the position of headmaster when it fell vacant. 

vacant expression: an expression that shows no emotion, understanding, or interest 

vacant stare: seeming not to notice or be thinking anything 

vacant lot: empty land 

fall vacant: become vacant 

vaguely 
This letter is vaguely worded. We must rewrite it. 
l vaguely remember a woman in a red dress standing outside the door.

vaguely worded: not clearly or exactly stated 

vaguely remember: slightly remember 

vain 
The young mother died in a vain attempt to save her drowning son. 
He traveled south in the vain hope of finding work. 
'Making knowledge work' is the university's phrase, and it is no vain boast. 
Altman swore that his son's death would not be in vain. 
They waited in vain for their son to come home. 

vain attempt: an attempt that does not succeed 

vain hope: hope for sth that is impossible 

vain boast: a false statement that sth is good or possible 

in vain: without purpose or without positive results 

wait in vain: wait for sth that never happens 

She made a valiant attem t to continue 
valiant 

in , but the ain was too much. 

valiant attempt: an attempt that you admire, but that is unsuccessful 

valid 
He didn't have a valid excuse for being late. 
There is not enough data for a valid comparison to be made. 
The drug trials were scientifically valid. 

valid excuse: an excuse that is true and that other people cannot criticize 

valid comparison: a reasonable comparison, based on sensible information 

statistically/scientifically valid: based on correct numbers or good research 
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wildly exaggerated: if sth is wildly exaggerated, it is described as better, larger etc in a way that is 

not at all realistic 

win 
If the election had been free and fair, the democratic candidate would have won hands down. 
Often presentation wins out over content. 
That kind of behavior won't win you any friends. 
The proposal has won the approval of the city council. 
It was a deserved win. 
We need to win back the confidence of parents. 

win hands down: win very easily or by a large amount 

win out over content: be treated as more important than content 

win sb sth: get sth that you want 

win the approval: win sb's supports and agreement 

deserved win: a win earned because of good behavior, skill, work etc 

win back the confidence: succeed in getting back the confidence that you had before 

window 
Television provides us with a useful window on the world. 

window on the world: sth that makes it possible to see and learn about what is happening in other 

parts of the world 

winner 
The outright winner has to be the microwave. 
The book has proved to be a winner with young children. 

outright winner: someone who has definitely and easily won 

be a winner with sb/sth: sb/sth that is or is likely to be very popular and successful 

I don't think that would be a very wise move. 
r was none the wiser after his explanation. 
OK, wise guy, shut up and listen! 

wise move: a good and smart move 

wise 

none the wiser: not having any more understanding or knowledge about sth than you had before 

wise guy: an annoying person who thinks they know more than they really do 

wish 
She'd left school against her mother's wishes. 
She asked me to pass on her good wishes to all her friends and colleagues. 
His dearest wish was to become a father. 
His wish was granted/fulfilled. 
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He has always wanted to live in the country. Now she's finally got her wish. 

against sb's wishes: if you do sth against someone's wishes, you do it even though you know they 

do not want you to 

pass on sh good wishes: send good wishes to sb 

dearest wish: the greatest or deepest wish; the one they want most of all 

grant/fulfil wish: give someone what they want 

get your wish: get what you want 

withdraw 
One of the minority parties had withdrawn its support for Chancellor Kohl. 
Union members will vote on whether to withdraw their labor. 

withdraw support: no longer support 

withdraw labor: protest by stopping work 

within 

Adjust the driver's seat so that all the controls are within reach. 

You can go anywhere you want within reason. 

within reach: can be reached easily 

within reason: within reasonable limits 

withstand 
The Chancellor has withstood the criticism and held firm. 

withstand the criticism: defend yourself successfully against people who criticize you 

wonderful 
The sell all sorts of weird and wonderful roducts. 

weird and wonderful: very strange 

word 
The marriage was a disaster from the word go. 

Wait a minute! I want a word with you! 
His word is his bond. 
I won't try to see you again. I give you my word of honor. 

He's always trying to twist my words and make me look bad. 
Amy was attractive, although not beautiful in the strictest sense of the word. 

She was watching his face, hanging on his every word. 

She's always had a way with words. 

from the word go: from the beginning of sth 

want a word with sh: want to talk to sb 

sb's word is their bond: sb's promise can be relied on completely 
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word of honor: a very serious promise that what you are saying is true 

twist sb's words: change the true or intended meaning of a statement 

in the strictest sense of the word: exact and correct, often in a way that seems unreasonable 

hang on sb's every word: pay close attention to everything someone is saying 

have a way with words: be good at using words effectively 

working 
A good working knowledge of the building regulations is necessary for the job. 
Gannon P.xplained recently during a working lunch downtown. 

working knowledge: enough knowledge of sth to be able to use it or to do a particular job 

working lunch: lw1ch which is also a business meeting 

workload 
You have to Ii hten your workload. 

lighten workload: make workload lighter/reduce the workload 

world 
It was a world away from the Grand Hotel she was used to. 
She renounced the world and entered a convent. 

be a world away: be completely different from 

renounce the world: give up enjoying life 

She is unduly worried about her exams. 
Where have you been? I was worried sick. 

worry 

unduly worried: be worried more than is normal or reasonable 

worried sick: very worried 

wreak 
These policies have wreaked havoc on the British economy. 
He promised to wreak venJ,?;eance on those who had betrayed him. 

wreak havoc: cause a lot of damage 

wreak vengeance: do sth unpleasant to someone to punish them for sth they have done to you 

wreck 
It was the man's fiery temper that wrecked their marriage. 
By the time I got into the interview I was a nervous/emotional wreck. 

wreck a marriage: ruin a marriage 

nervous/emotional wreck: an extremely nervous/emotional person 
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y 

yawning 
The yawning gap between the two generations is deeply worrying. 
There is a yawnin ulf between the rich and the oor. 

yawning gap/gulf: a very large difference between two groups, things, or people 

youth 
He is no longer in the first flush of youth. 
I am trying to make up for my misspent youth. 

---"-------------------------, 

be in the first flush of youth: be at the beginning of a period of time when you are young 

misspent youth: someone who had a misspent youth wasted their time or behaved badly when they 

were young 

youthful 
She has managed to maintain her youthful appearance. 
Earl describes his past links with the racist groups as a youthful indiscretion. 
Ho e and outhful ener /vi or rose u in him again. 

maintain youthful appearance: protect oneself from looking old 

youthful indiscretion: an action or remark by young people that shows a lack of good judgment, 

and is morally unacceptable 

youthful energy/vigor: the energy or vigor that young people usually have 
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sunlight 478 tender 489 trick 500 value 508 
sunny 479 tension 489 trip 500 variety 508 
sunshine 479 tentative 490 trophy 500 vast vent 508 
supplement 4 79 term 490 trouble 500 venue 508 
supply 479 terminate 490 truce 500 verdict 508 
support 480 terror 490 true 50 I viable 509 
supporting 480 terrorism 491 trust 50 I victim 509 
surface 480 test 491 truth 50 l victory 509 
surfing 481 text 491 turn 502 view 509 
surgical 481 theft 491 twinge 502 vigor 510 
surprise 481 theory 491 twinkle 502 vigorous 510 
surprised 481 thick 492 

u 
violence 51 0 

surprising 481 thin 492 violent 510 
surrounding 482 think 492 unanimous 503 visit 510 
survey 482 thinly 493 unbounded 503 vital 511 
survival 482 thoroughly 493 unchecked 503 vivid 511 
survivor 482 thought 493 undergo 503 voice 511 
suspect 482 threat 493 undertake 503 volume 511 
suspense 482 throw 494 uneasy 503 

w 
suspicion 483 thunder 494 unfit 503 

swallow 483 thunderous 494 unforeseen 504 waft 512 

sweeping 483 tide 494 unforgettable 504 wage 512 

swell 484 tie 495 unfounded 504 war 512 

swipe 484 tight 495 ungodly 504 warm 512 

switch 484 tighten 495 unhurried 504 wave 512 

sympathy 484 time 496 uninterrupted 504 wear 512 

system 484 tiny 496 unprovoked 504 weep 513 

T 
toast 496 unshakeable 504 weigh 513 

tongue 496 unsocial 504 weighty 513 
table 486 topic 497 unspoiled 504 welcome 513 
tackle 486 touch 497 untimely 505 wheel 514 
take on 486 tough 497 uphill 505 whiff 514 
talent 486 town 498 uphold 505 whim 514 
talk 486 toy 498 upmarket 505 whirlwind 514 
tall 486 trace 498 upset 505 wholesale 5 14 
tantrum 487 tradition 498 upward 505 widely 514 
target 487 traffic 498 useful 505 widen 515 
task 487 translation 498 utter 506 widespread 5 15 
taste 487 transport 499 V 

wife515 
tax 488 travel 499 wild 515 
taxi 488 vacant 507 wildly 515 treatment 499 vaguely 507 tear 488 tree-lined 499 win 516 

vain 507 teeth 488 trial 499 window 516 
temper 489 valiant 507 winner 516 tribute 499 valid 507 temperature 489 wise 516 
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